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Economic Environment 

 
NZ-UK Free Trade Agreement 

New Zealand's historic free trade deal with the United Kingdom is "very positive" for the New 
Zealand wine industry, says New Zealand Winegrowers Chief Executive Philip Gregan.  
 
"The UK is New Zealand's second largest export market for wine, with exports valued at over $400 
million over the past 12 months. "The agreement will reduce trade barriers on New Zealand wine 
exports to the UK, which will make a big difference for many within our industry."  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Wine industry wants one single standard for sustainability 

Wine industry professionals would like to see a unique, strong sustainability standard that can be 
clearly communicated to consumers, according to a survey commissioned by Prowein.  
 
The survey, carried out by Geisenheim University in late 2021 ahead of the German trade show 
(Dusseldorf, May 15-17) talked to nearly 3,000 wine experts across 48 countries. While experts had 
previously voiced concern that COVID-19 would overtake and hinder the industry’s ambitions in 
sustainability, these fears have not been realized: ‘compared to 2019, sustainability is considered as 
important as before in the industry,’ notes Geisenheim's report. But while the motivation is still 
there, the practicalities of implementing and communicating sustainability remains a sizeable 
challenge.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Why the Wine World Is Suddenly Obsessed With NFTs 

NFTs might be all the rage, but should they have a place in your cellar?  
 
Produced by humans for around 8,000 years, wine is slow to change. That said, there has been a lot 
of innovation recently. Low-sugar wine is a fast-growing category, production of rosé Prosecco is 
now allowed, canned wine is crazy popular and wine releases paired with NFTs are exploding. Ever 
since that last item caught our attention, we have replaced checking vintage charts for best quality-
to-price ratio with finding out what Ethereum is worth in USD, as many wine-NFT release prices are 
quoted in cryptocurrency. That said, most of the offers we’ve seen will accept traditional currency as 
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well, whether dollars, euros or pounds.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Major Wine Producing Countries 

 
Fears of frost damage return to French vineyards 

Plunging temperatures have heightened stress levels from Bordeaux to Burgundy in recent days, and 
some winemakers face an anxious wait to see whether an April frost has again affected vines.  
 
Temperatures plunged to minus nine degrees Celsius in some parts of the Champagne region on the 
night between 3 and 4 April, with minus seven reported in areas around Bordeaux and minus six in 
Chablis.  
Click here to read more  
 
Related articles  
French fruit, vineyards endure coldest April day in 75 years  
Click here to read more  
 
Frost strikes France again  
Click here to read more 
 
 
North Italy suffers over 100 days of drought 

Drought is affecting the entire north of Italy; predominantly the Langhe but also Valpolicella and 
Franciacorta. Not even Tuscany is spared. The vineyards are lacking the reserves of water that their 
soils usually contain at this time of year. Winter passed without snow in almost all the wine regions, 
and the weather – at the time of writing – is lacking considerable rainfall.  
Click here to read more 
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